ELECTION RESULTS

The end of the election brought surprises to many when it was announced that the Liberals dropped 93 seats and lost power, who were just expected to be successful, being discarded.

But as far as a majority for the Labour Party was concerned, it was purely a matter of running against various opinions of the community that the Labour Party would have got not less than 33 seats.

An interesting feature was found in the voting of the Natives, who, although they do not vote for the House of Representatives, have a voice in any government. This is the first time that they have voted in favour of the Labour Party.

Exhibition Of French Magazines

An interesting feature was the display of French magazines, which were well done and also a pleasing drawing of the turns.

They were a picture of local scene and were drawn in bright colours.

The finished works were admired and a number of other objects, such as lamps, and seashells were a delight to the eyes.

Mrs. Hamilton, while telling teachers of the object of the classes and Mr. Reed distributed the prizes.

After Mrs. Hamilton told teachers of the object of the classes, Mr. Reed distributed the prizes, the drawing certificate, and the Labour Party would do all in their power to fulfil what was set out to be done.

But as far as a majority for the Labour Party was concerned, it was popular belief among various sections of the community that the Labour Party would have got not less than 33 seats.
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